
Core’s “approaches to knowledge”
courses introduced in the late 1970s and
early 1980s. After entertaining ideas rang-
ing from a sequence of required, broadly
integrative courses to new points of focus
on international studies and the sciences
(see “Addition by Subtraction,” July-Au-
gust 2004, page 55, and “Educating Un-
dergraduates,” September-October 2004,
page 61), the committee opted for sim-
plicity above all—what Kirby character-
ized as choice, incentive, and opportu-
nity, not requirements. If adopted, the
new curriculum would feature:

• Distribution. Students would have to
take three one-semester courses in each
of arts and humanities, study of societies,
and science and technology. Because their
individual concentrations would fall in
one of the areas, the requirement would
in e≠ect be fulfilled by six one-semester
departmental o≠erings, or optional, year-
long “Courses in General Education,” in-
tended to be “synoptic and integrative in

approach, and topically both wide-rang-
ing and of considerable depth.” (Once
several such courses are created, the re-
port suggested, the faculty “may wish to
consider some form of requirement from
among this group.”)

• Writing and speaking. A first-year
one-semester course in writing would
still be required. Other courses would
o≠er students “structured opportunities
for honing their skills in oral expression
as well as written.”

• Foreign language. Proficiency in a lan-
guage other than English would still be
mandated, but would no longer need to
be fulfilled in the first year.

• International experience. All students
would be “expected” to pursue “a signifi-
cant international experience”—an ex-
pectation well on the way to being
fulfilled (see sidebar opposite).

The committee guidelines reflect dif-
ferences of opinion and uncertainties
about how to make the recommendations

work. Three important issues concern
matters of content and of processes to as-
sure that students emerge from Harvard
broadly educated.

“[D]espite the obvious importance of
these skills and areas of knowledge,” the
report noted, a majority of the committee
declined to require courses in moral and
ethical reasoning, one of the pillars of the
Core curriculum, or in quantitative analy-
sis, a new field introduced in 1999 follow-
ing the last FAS review of the Core. The
committee members did “strongly recom-
mend” that students take such courses—
and that faculty o≠er them. (Some faculty
members who spoke at a November 22
FAS meeting also expressed concern over
letting go the Core’s foreign-cultures re-
quirement, and its exposure to history, at
a time when students are being encour-
aged to study abroad.)

Such recommendations to students
suggest the crucial practical problems in
assembling a suitable curriculum. “With
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The Faculty of Arts and Sciences is in the throes of a
major, multipurpose building boom, as shown in these au-
tumn images.To the left, a crane-top view looks down into
the subterranean construction for the Laboratory for In-
terface Science and Engineering. (A panoramic view at an
earlier stage appeared in September-October 2005, pages
54-55.) Below, extensive site work proceeds on the
460,000-square-foot Northwest Building, a multidiscipli-
nary laboratory facility north of the Museum of Compara-
tive Zoology. Right, all but the façade of the Hasty Pudding
Theatricals building has been razed. Within the tight con-
fines of the Holyoke Street site, contractors are preparing
to erect the New College Theatre.
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